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As someone who is planning for their retirement, you should be
able to answer these four basic retirement questions easily. 

The Retirement Ready Or Not (RRON) Guide will walk you through
the process to determine if you are RRON.

If you decide to become a client of PensionizeMe the RRON
exercise can get into greater detail as everyone’s circumstances
are unique.

What rate of return do I need to have my money grow

and then sustain my retirement until life expectancy?

1.

How much more do I need to save?2.

How much longer do I have to work?3.

Do I have to reduce my retirement lifestyle?4.



In our Retirement Ready Or Not (RRON) illustration that we
prepare for clients we start with assumptions that reflect the
client’s present situation, to life expectancy age 84.  To keep the
scenario simple, we are using all pre-tax numbers, and the tax
rate is therefore 0%.  We have also made accommodation that the
salary increase by 3% each year to keep pace with inflation.  

Next, we insert ay Defined Benefits (DB) the client will receive and
at what age.  We are assuming there is no DB company pension
plan and only CPP & OAS will be received starting at age 65. As
with any specific client situation, we can adjust the receipt of the
benefits from taking them early to deferring and see what the
impact will be on the retirement plan as well as including and
other income sources with a defined benefit.



Our next screen then looks at the client’s in a “tank” scenario.  The
first tank shows that the remaining income potential given the
present situation is just over $3,300,000 and that the retirement
account with $300,000 and $6,000 annual contribution for the
current year growing at 6% will be $324,360 in one year.

As we step through each year until retirement age 65 we see that
the $300K and $6K annual contribution (assuming increasing
contributions to keep pace with inflation) would grow to over
$1,142,000 with a remaining life income potential of $442,000
from defined benefits until life expectancy.

The next step is to see how your retiement will look like with
these numbers. 



At Age 45 pre tax income was $110,000 with $6,000 going into
retirement savings each year.  In the final year the pre-tax income
adjusted for inflation would be $187,836.  A significant change
from the $110,00 at age 45 when we started. 

The next graphic shows that with a 5% return assumption in
retirement and approxiamately $1,000,000 in retirement savings
with the need to draw $187,000 each year adjusted for inflation,
the funds would only last until age 72. The remaining total income
potential from CPP & OAS to life expectancy of age 84 is just over
$307,000.  

Let’s revisit the assumption of wanting to maintain your current
lifestyle through your retirement years up to life expectancy.



Now, some may say that the return expectations of 6% in pre-
retirement and 5% in retirement are too conservative.  Let’s see
what rate of return would be required before and during
retirement to have the money last until life expectancy of age 84.

The required rate of return is 9.01% compounded.  That means
each year the rate of return MUST be 9.01% to meet these
expectations.  The Revised Projection on the right-hand side
shows the money running out right at life expectancy. 

Presented another way, you can see under Present Projection
how long the funds would last.



The most common argument that we hear is that the retiree will
not require the same amount of income as they did in pre-
retirement.  We like to remind people that when you retire, every
day is like a Saturday, and you may be surprised how much
money you do need.

To address this concern, we now look at how much less you’d
have to spend in retirement so that your savings last until life
expectancy of 84.  The Revised Projection suggests a 51%
reduction in retirement spending.  This is even lower than the 60%
to 70% of pre-retirement income suggested in most financial
plans.



The next solution that some people propose is that they will work
longer to save more for retirement.

Given our return assumptions of 6% and 5% for the retirement
plan, this would require working until age 74.  The Revised
Projection shows by working until age 74, $2,154,470 would ber
accumulated in retirement savings.  From there inflation has also
kept costs moving higher and lifestyle costs would be over
$245,000 in the first year of retirement.

Please note: by working past age 71, no further contributions
would be allowed into the RRSP plan and in fact funds would have
to start coming out in the year after age 71.  And CPP & OAS
would be commence pay out.



Lastly, many people will ask can we save more now?  They can
always save more.  The question is, if they can why aren’t they?

The Revised Projection illustrates that to meet the age 65
retirement goal and have savings last until life expectancy of age
84, an additional $38,373 per year will need to be saved until
retirement.  This would result in a retirement account over
$2,800,000 at age 65 vs $1,259,000 given the current savings
strategy.



Summary:
There is no “one size” fits all for retirement planning.  Many
people heading into retirement may have a house or other assets
they can count on or an inheritance, to help with retirement. This
is where going through the RRON exercise can pay dividends and
a strategy laid out to attempt to meet the retirement goal as best
as possible.

So, the question becomes.  Are you Retirement Ready Or Not? 

PensionizeMe helps investors find money they are losing
unknowingly and unnecessarily and putting those funds to work
for your retirement.  This lost money is simply a wealth transfer to
others.  The most common areas of wealth transfer are:

Taxes – we all need to pay tax, don’t pay more than you
should.

1.

Home buying Savings and Mortgages – structuring your
savings and mortgage properly.

2.

Retirement Savings - how you save for retirement is
important.

3.

Education Savings – savings for post secondary education.4.
Major Capital Purchases – how do you pay for major
purchases is important.

5.

Are you ready to find
money you are losing

unknowingly and
unnecessarily?
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55 2.86% 4.98% 6.40% 6.51%

56 2.94% 5.04% 6.50% 6.57%

57 3.03% 5.10% 6.50% 6.63%

58 3.13% 5.16% 6.60% 6.70%

59 3.23% 5.23% 6.70% 6.77%

60 3.33% 5.30% 6.70% 6.85%

61 3.45% 5.38% 6.80% .94%

62 3.57% 5.47% 6.90% 7.04%

63 3.70% 5.57% 7.00% 7.14%

64 3.85% 5.67% 7.10% 7.26%

65 4.00% 5.79% 7.20% 7.38%

66 4.17% 5.92% 7.30% 7.52%

67 4.35% 6.06% 7.40% 7.67%

68 4.55% 6.22% 7.60% 7.83%

69 4.76% 6.40% 7.70% 8.02%

70 5.00% 6.61% 7.90% 8.22%

71 5.28% 6.83% 8.10% 8.45%

72 5.40% 7.10% 8.30% 8.71%

73 5.53% 7.39% 8.50% 9.00%

74 5.67% 7.74% 8.80% 9.34%

75 5.82% 8.14% 9.10% 9.71%

76 5.98% 8.60% 9.40% 10.15%

77 6.17% 9.14% 9.80% 10.66%

78 6.36% 9.76% 10.30% 11.25%

79 6.58% 10.50% 10.80% 11.96%3

80 6.82% 11.39% 11.50% 12.82%

81 7.08% 12.48% 12.10% 13.87%

82 7.38% 13.84% 12.90% 15.19%

83 7.71% 15.59% 13.80% 16.90%

Registered Plans Minimum and Maximums 

LIF Maximum LIF Maximum

Age at Dec 31
previous year

RRIF/LRIF/ LIF/
PresRRIF/ RLIF

Minimum

LIF/RLIF
Maximum 

MB, QC, NS
AB, BC, ON,

NFLD, NB, SK



84 8.08% 17.93% 14.80% 19.19%

85 8.51% 21.21% 16.00% 22.40%

86 8.99% 26.13% 17.30% 27.23%

87 9.55% 34.33% 18.90% 35.29%

88 10.21% 50.74% 20.00% 51.46%

89 10.99% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

90 11.92% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

91 13.06% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

92 14.49% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

93 16.34% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

94 18.79% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

95 and over 20.00% 100.00% 20.00% 100.00%

FOOTNOTES:
1. Manitoba allows transfers to a prescribed RRIF if certain conditions are met. Prescribed
RRIFs do not have maximum withdrawal limits. The maximum LIF payment for Manitoba is
the greater of the percentage in the above columns or the sum of the previous year’s
investment return plus 6% of any amounts transferred in from a LIRA or pension plan in the
current year.

2.The maximum LIF payment for Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland and Labrador,
and Ontario is the greater of the percentage in the above columns or the previous year’s
investment return.

3.Saskatchewan allows transfers from a LIRA to a prescribed RRIF. Prescribed RRIFs do
not have maximum withdrawal limits. Saskatchewan LIFs have not been offered since April
2002. Any pre-existing LIF must be converted to a life annuity before December 31 of the
year in which you turn 80. Since the LIF will cease to exist at this date, subsequent
maximum payment rates do not apply.

LIF Maximum

This document is for information purposes only, and should not be considered tax, legal, financial or
investment advice. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material is correct at the time of
publication, but we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Interest rates, market conditions, tax
rulings and other investment factors are subject to change. 

Consult with your tax advisor, accountant and/or legal advisor before taking any action based upon the
information presented. 

This document has been prepared by PensionizeMe Wealth Service (PMWS), an approved trade name of
Aligned Capital Partners Inc. (ACPI). Only investment services are provided through PensionizeMe and
covered by CIPF.

Neither PMWS nor ACPI or any of its affiliates or any other related person accepts any liability
whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information
contained herein.
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The opinions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those of ACPI. This
material is provided for general information and the opinions expressed and
information provided herein are subject to change without notice. Every effort has been
made to compile this material from reliable sources however no warranty can be made
as to its accuracy or completeness. Before acting on the information presented, please
seek professional financial advice based on your personal circumstances. ACPI is a
full-service investment dealer and a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund
(CIPF) and the Canadian Investment Regulatory Organization (CIRO). Investment
services are provided through PensionizeMe, an approved trade name of ACPI. Only
investment-related products and services are offered through ACPI/ PensionizeMe and
covered by the CIPF. Insurance related services are provided by Ray Dragunas through
an independent company separate and distinct from ACPI

THERE IS NO BETTER TIME TO PLAN 
YOUR  FUTURE THAN THE PRESENT.
GET AN OBJECTIVE PICTURE TODAY.
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